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We report on a phononic crystal �PC� consisting of a square array of cylindrical polyvinylchloride inclusions
in air that exhibits positive, negative, or zero refraction depending on the angle of the incident sound beam. For
all three cases of refraction, the transmitted beam undergoes splitting upon exiting the crystal. These properties
are analyzed theoretically using finite difference time domain method and are demonstrated experimentally.
Band structures and equifrequency surfaces �EFSs� calculated with the plane-wave expansion method show
that the observed properties result from the unique geometry of the PC’s EFS as compared to that of the
incident media.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Phononic crystals �PCs� have been the subject of much
study over the past few decades because of their ability to
exhibit a multitude of different properties. Phononic crystals
are the acoustic counterparts to photonic crystals, consisting
of periodic arrangements of inclusions in a physically dis-
similar matrix. The periodicity as well as the differences in
the impedance of the constituent materials can cause Bragg
scattering, leading to selectivity in which at certain frequen-
cies wave propagation is forbidden. This has led to the de-
velopment of PCs which exhibit complete band gaps and
wave guiding properties.1–12 More recently, research in the
field has shifted to studying structures which exhibit negative
and zero-angle refraction. PCs exhibiting a negative-
refractive index have been developed for novel focusing
devices.13–16 Materials exhibiting zero refraction have also
garnered attention because of their potential use as collima-
tors. Wave collimation occurs when Bloch modes are excited
on flat portions of a PC’s equifrequency surface �EFS�.17–22

Most work in phononics and photonics which concerns col-
limation often employs a crystal arranged in a square lattice
to produce the appropriate square EFSs.17–20,23–25 The use of
EFSs in an extended zone scheme allows one to see all of the
possibly excited Bloch modes within the crystal. This
scheme has also provided a means of explaining observed
beam splitting in certain systems,26–28 which can be attrib-
uted to multiple Bloch modes satisfying phase-matching con-
ditions and leading to higher orders of refraction. The dem-
onstration of a system which exhibits all of these
characteristics �positive, negative, and zero refraction, as
well as beam splitting� is highly dependent on various fea-
tures of the corresponding equifrequency surfaces �EFSs� of
the crystal. As such, in this paper we present a PC consisting
of a square array of cylindrical polyvinylchloride �PVC� in-
clusions in air. This system had been studied previously for
its ability to exhibit a large band gap in the audible range of
frequencies. By removing a row of inclusions, frequencies
within the stop band were allowed to be transmitted, demon-

strating the structure’s ability to be used as a frequency
filter.29 At the time of this study, most of the work in phonon-
ics was concerned with the use of PCs as acoustic filters and
insulators,29–32 as a result, little about this system’s refractive
behavior or beam splitting ability was explored. Through fur-
ther investigation, we have found that the PC can produce
positive, negative, or zero refraction depending on the angle
of incidence. For all three cases, the transmitted beam under-
goes splitting upon exiting the crystal. In our analysis, these
properties are demonstrated theoretically using a finite differ-
ence time domain �FDTD� method, as well as experimen-
tally. We also use the plane-wave expansion �PWE� method
to calculate the band structure and EFSs for the PC. We
show, by the geometry of the EFSs compared to that of the
incident medium, the mechanism from which we obtain dif-
ferent types of wave refraction and subsequent beam split-
ting upon exit of the crystal.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we describe
the experimental setup and theoretical models used to study
the PVC/air phononic crystal. Theoretical and experimental
results are reported and discussed in Sec. III. Finally, the
conclusions drawn from this study are presented in Sec. IV.

II. MODEL AND METHODS

We experimentally and theoretically explore wave propa-
gation through a PC consisting of a square array of cylindri-
cal PVC inclusions in air. The radius of the inclusions is r
=12.9 mm and the lattice parameter of the array is a
=27 mm. The PWE �Ref. 3� method was employed to cal-
culate the band structure and EFSs of the system. This
method has been widely used in both the fields of phononics
and photonics for its ability to reduce solving the governing
equations to an eigenvalue problem by the Fourier expansion
of the elastic displacement �or electromagnetic� field and of
the physical parameters of the constituent materials along
reciprocal-lattice vectors. The PWE calculations were per-
formed by considering the PVC inclusions as infinitely rigid3

and of infinite length along the z direction. 441 reciprocal
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space vectors were taken into account to ensure convergence.
FDTD simulations were employed to shed light on the
propagation behavior through the crystal and also upon the
exit. This method is based on a discretization of the equa-
tions of propagation of elastic waves in an inhomogeneous
media. We take the z direction of our system to be much
larger than the other spatial dimensions, which allows us to
treat the system as two dimensional. As such, the governing
equations take the following form:

�2ui

�t2 =
1

�

�Tij

�xj
, �1�

Tij = Cijklekl, �2�

eij =
1

2
� �ui

�xj
+

�uj

�xi
� , �3�

where ui is the ith component of the total displacement vec-
tor, Tij are the elements of the entire stress tensor, ekl are the
strain components, and Cijkl and �i are the elastic constants
and density of the material, respectively. Discretization of
these equations is performed in the time and space domains
on a square grid. This method has been proven to be an
efficient tool for the study of wave propagation in PCs.8,30–32

For a more detailed description of this method we refer the
reader to Sigalas et al.33 where the fully discretized equations
are presented. Because analysis of this system includes com-
parisons between results obtained with the FDTD as well as
the PWE methods, it was necessary to use an interval of a/70
for the discretization of space and 217 time steps, where dt
=2.64�10−8 sec, to ensure a convergence of results be-
tween the two methods. Both of these values satisfy the Cou-
rant condition and lead to a stable algorithm. Mur boundary
conditions were imposed on all four sides of the simulation
cell to avoid reflections.34

For the analysis of wave propagation through the PVC/air
PC, two types of sources were modeled. For simulations ex-
ploring the relationship between the sign of the index of
refraction of the PC for different angles of incidence, a
plane-wave source �namely, source 1� was modeled using a
slanted line of grid points corresponding to the desired angle
in incidence of the emitted wave. Vertical and horizontal
components of the source’s displacement were weighted by a
factor of cos��� and sin���, respectively, so that the sum of
the two components resulted in wave propagation in a single
direction of � degrees from the normal to the plane of the
source. A weighting function was applied to the length of the
source to minimize the spread of angles. For the simulation
comparing theory and experiment, the simulated source
�namely, source 2� consisted of FDTD grid points corre-
sponding to the experimental location of the source relative
to the PC which emitted a sinusoidal displacement in both
directions of the grid. The vertical and horizontal compo-
nents of the displacements were weighted such that the
spread of angles matched that of the experimental source.

The materials’ parameters used were �=1364 kg /m3, ct
=1000 m /s, cl=2230 m /s for PVC and �=1.3 kg /m3, ct
=0 m /s, and cl=340 m /s for air. Experimental measure-

ments were obtained from a finite PC consisting of 18 rows
and 18 columns of 1-m-long PVC cylinders surrounded with
air. The source consisted of the extremity of a Kundt tube
with a diameter of 24 mm. We characterized the angular
distribution of the experimental source in the absence of the
PC by recording amplitude measurements obtained along the
direction parallel to the plane of the source at 2 cm and 20
cm away. By defining the width of the beam to be where the
amplitude is above 25% of the maximum amplitude at each
of the distances from the source, we obtained the angular
spread of the output of the source to range from about −45°
to 45° from the normal to the plane of the source. Figure 7�a�
shows the instantaneous pressure field of the matching
FDTD simulated source. It can be seen that the spread of
angles is close to that of the experimental measurements.

The source was placed 1 mm away from the center of the
PC. The source produced a sinusoidally varying wave, cre-
ated by a METRIX GX245 function generator. Measure-
ments were obtained using a microphone which scanned
across the two-dimensional image plane on the exiting side
of the crystal at a height corresponding to that of the source.
The width of the microphone was 7 mm, which is smaller
than the wavelength of the acoustic wave in air, thus allow-
ing good spatial resolution of the pressure field. Measure-
ments of the pressure field at the exit of the PC were re-
corded at intervals of 1 mm along the direction parallel to the
output surface of the PC and of 5 mm along the direction
perpendicular to this surface, using a HAMEQ HM 205–3
oscilloscope. The experimental setup is illustrated in Fig. 1.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to fully understand the propagation behavior of
the waves within the PVC/air phononic crystal, we examine
the band structure and corresponding EFSs. Figure 2�a�
shows the PWE band structure of the PC for a wave vector
describing the principal directions of propagation in the irre-
ducible Brillouin zone �see inset�. The straight line repre-
sents the dispersion relation in air. Because the air line does
not intersect any bands in the irreducible Brillouin zone, we
examine the behavior in the extended zone �Fig. 2�b�� along
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FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup. A source
located 1 mm from the center of the input side of the PC consisting
of a 24-mm diameter Kundt tube emits at a frequency of 14.1 kHz
using a sinusoidal function generator. The phononic crystal consists
of an array of 18�18 polyvinylchloride inclusions in an air matrix.
Using a receiver and oscilloscope, the image plane is scanned to
obtain amplitude measurements. The width of the microphone was
7 mm which is smaller than the wavelength of the acoustic wave in
air, thus allowing good spatial resolution of the pressure field.
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the � M direction. Figure 2�b� shows an intersection of the
air line with the fourth band at a frequency of 14.1 kHz ��
=2.41 cm in air�. Within the irreducible Brillouin zone, the
fourth band corresponds to a positive group velocity �i.e.,
gradient of frequency as a function of wave vector� while in
the extended zone scheme, we see that the slope of the band
at 14.1 kHz becomes negative. To account for all directions
of propagation within the PC, we analyze the corresponding
EFS. The EFSs are deduced from the PWE dispersion curves
calculated for different directions of propagation of the inci-
dent waves. Using a three-dimensional �3D� representation
of the dispersion curves �i.e., ��Kx ,Ky� where � is the angu-
lar frequency and Kx and Ky are the components of the wave
vector in the plane perpendicular to the inclusions�, the EFSs
are obtained from the intersection of the 3D dispersion
curves with a horizontal plane, i.e., at fixed frequency. EFSs
allow one to determine the wave propagation through the PC
from a multitude of different angles by examining the behav-
ior in reciprocal space. Figures 3�a� and 3�b� show the entire
EFS in the range of frequencies of the fourth band in the first
Brillouin zone and in an extended scheme, respectively. One
should note that the shape of the EFS deviates strongly from
the circular shape which is required for observing an all
angle negative refraction �AANR�.26 At 14.1 kHz the nega-
tive refraction may occur in the PVC/air system only within
a narrow range of incident angles.

To explore precisely how 14.1 kHz beams, incident at
different angles, will propagate through the PC, we use the
diagram of Fig. 4. The left part of Fig. 4 shows the first
quarter of the EFS for a longitudinal wave propagating in air
at 14.1 kHz. The contour of the orange area on the right
represents the EFS in the PC for Kx and Ky ranging from 0 to

0.5 �in units of 2	/a� in the first Brillouin zone. The EFS of
the PC is also reported for larger values of Ky specifically for
0.5
Ky 
1. Note that such values of the component of the
wave vector parallel to the interface between the input me-
dium and the PC are equivalent to negative values ranging in
the interval −0.5
Ky 
0 by a translation of a reciprocal-
lattice vector. The wave vector of the refracted wave inside
the PC can be determined by the conservation of the tangen-
tial component of the K vector, as well as the direction of
propagation through the crystal. Propagation direction within
the PC is determined by the gradient at each point on the
surface �i.e., the group velocity which points toward the in-
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FIG. 2. �a� Band structure along the principal directions of
propagation in the irreducible Brillouin zone �see inset�. The solid
line represents the dispersion curve for air and folds at the edges of
the Brillouin zone. �b� Band structure along the �M direction in the
extended Brillouin zone. The air line intersects the fourth band at a
frequency of 14.1 kHz in the extended zone, corresponding to a
band exhibiting negative refraction. The components of the wave
vector K� at the �, X, and M points are 2	

a �0,0�, 2	
a � 1

2 ,0�, and
2	
a � 1

2 , 1
2 �, respectively. The wave vector at the �2 point is 2	

a �1,1�
and is equivalent to that at the � point by a translation of a
reciprocal-lattice vector.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Equifrequency surface corresponding to
the fourth band in the first Brillouin zone �a� and in an extended
zone scheme �b�. The EFS of the PC calculated inside the first
Brillouin zone �a� has been repeated by a large number of transla-
tions of the reciprocal vectors. One notes that in the extended zone
scheme, the EFS are centered on the � point and are of square
shape except at their corners. All values on the axes of the EFSs are
in units of 2	

a while values in the color key are in units of kHz.
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FIG. 4. �Color online� EFS in air and phononic crystal at 14.1
kHz where all angles are measured in degrees. The green dotted
lines show the conservation of the component of the wave vector
parallel to the interface between air and the input side of the
phononic crystal. The light blue arrows represent the group velocity
vector inside the phononic crystal. For incidence angles larger than
27°, the wave vector associated with the refracted beam has a nega-
tive component along the interface between air and the PC �see text
for details�.
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crease of the frequency�. From this diagram, one can observe
that positive, negative, and zero-angle refraction are pos-
sible, depending on the angle of incidence. Three important
aspects of the EFS which lead to the different possible types
of refraction include the shape of the EFSs and their position
with respect to the first Brillouin zone. First, one can see that
the EFSs of the PC at 14.1 kHz are nearly square with the
exception of the edges which are rounded. Second, the size
of the EFSs and the fact that they are not centered on the �
point of the Brillouin zone allow all excitable Bloch modes
to lie within the radius of the EFS of air. Consequently, all
signs �positive, negative, and zero� of the group velocity vec-
tors within the crystal can be realized. Incident angles that
intersect the flat portion of the EFS correspond to group
velocities in the direction perpendicular to the face of the
crystal. As a result, the propagating waves undergo zero-
angle refraction and are transmitted through the crystal as a
collimated beam. Zero-angle refraction occurs for angles of
incidence ranging from 15° to 38°. Note that for small angles
�lower than 6°�, those which do not intersect the EFS, there
is no propagation through the crystal. This is in agreement
with the observed band gap in the �X direction of the band
structure �see Fig. 1�. Positive refraction can occur when the
incident angle intersects the lower corner of the EFS. The
gradients at these points are directed toward the center of the
EFS which result in a positive parallel component Ky of the
wave vector. This results in a beam which is positively re-
fracted during propagation through the crystal. If the incident
angles are large enough, i.e., closed to 45°, as to intersect the
EFS at the upper corner, the incident beam will undergo

negative refraction. At these points the gradients of the sur-
face point downward toward the center of the EFS resulting
in a negative value of the parallel component of the wave
vector �at these points, 0.5
Ky 
1, which is equivalent to
−0.5
Ky 
0 by a translation of a reciprocal-lattice vector�.
The incident beam is bent “backward” during propagation
through the crystal.

To further our analysis of the propagation of acoustic
waves inside the phononic crystal, we examine the wave
vector diagram of Fig. 5. The black circles correspond to the
contours of the equifrequency surfaces in air at 14.1 kHz and
are placed on either side of the extended zone scheme of the
EFS in the PC. The EFS of the PC calculated inside the first
Brillouin zone �see Fig. 3�a�� has been repeated by a large
number of translations of the reciprocal vectors. The equifre-
quency contours at 14.1 kHz inside the PC are drawn as the
contours of the red surfaces. For the sake of clarity, one
considers an acoustic wave with an angle of incidence of
30°. All group velocity vectors depicted are those pointing to
the right, ensuring that energy is flowing away from the
source. Because of the periodicity of the PC, there exist iden-
tical group velocity vectors at corresponding points within
the entire K space of the PC. All wave vectors which lie
within the EFS for air satisfy phase-matching conditions and
are able to then propagate out of the crystal, leading to mul-
tiple outgoing waves.

In the same way, it is found that all angles which are able
to propagate �i.e., angles larger than 6°� will undergo beam
splitting upon exiting the crystal. This can be attributed to
the fact that the incident wave excites Bloch wave vectors
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FIG. 5. �Color online� Extended zone scheme of the EFSs of the phononic crystal with corresponding EFSs for air on either side. Blue
arrows represent incident and outgoing waves. For an incident beam at an angle of 30° to the horizontal, Bloch waves located on the flat
portions of the PCs EFS are excited. Grey arrows represent group velocity vectors whose point toward the increase of frequency �only
vectors pointing away from the source are depicted to ensure Poynting’s vector is positive�. The horizontal green dotted lines indicate
phase-matching conditions. Because the EFS of air overlaps multiple EFSs of the crystal, two beams �shown as pink arrows� are able to exit
the crystal.
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with a corresponding parallel component within the entire
PC. These include both the upward and downward pointing
arrows in Fig. 5. The downward pointing arrows are the re-
sult of a translation by one reciprocal-lattice vector in the
negative direction. As previously mentioned, only the excited
Bloch waves which lie within the EFS in air are able to
propagate out of the crystal and since for this system, mul-
tiple EFSs in the crystal lie within that of air, multiple beams
will be seen exiting the crystal for all allowed angles of
incidence.

FDTD simulations were used to verify all cases men-
tioned above. To reduce the computing time, we considered a
thinner structure than that used in experiments consisting of

18�10 PVC cylinders surrounded by air. It was confirmed
that the results were not significantly modified with a thicker
PC slab. A plane-wave source incident on the input side of
the PC with different angles of incidence was used. Figure
6�a� shows a plane-wave incident on the input face of the
crystal at an angle of 0° to the normal �i.e., perpendicular to
the face�. The result is that there is little to no transmission of
the incident wave through the crystal, as expected from the
observed band gap in the �X direction of the two-
dimensional band structure �Fig. 2�a��. In Fig. 6�b� a plane
wave is incident at an angle of 10° to the normal. At this
angle, one can see from the EFS �Fig. 4� that Fourier com-
ponents of Bloch waves located at the lower corners of the
EFS can be excited and a positive refraction at the input side
of the PC is obtained. Figure 6�c� shows a plane-wave inci-
dent at 30° to the normal. Because this angle intersects the
flat portion of the EFS, it is expected that the beam undergo
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FIG. 6. �Color online� FDTD simulations of the displacement
field of a 14.1 kHz plane-wave incident on a PVC/air phononic
crystal at different angles using source 1. �a� Plane-wave incident
normal to the surface, resulting in little to no transmission. �b� Plane
wave incident at 10° to the normal. Beam is positively refracted
through the crystal and split upon exit. �c� Plane-wave incident at an
angle of 30° to the normal. Beam undergoes zero refraction through
the crystal and beam splitting upon exit. �d� Plane-wave incident at
40° to the normal. Beam undergoes negative refraction through the
crystal and splitting upon exit.

FIG. 7. �Color online� �a� Instantaneous pressure field from an
FDTD simulation of source 2 in the absence of the phononic crys-
tal. Plot show a spread of angles of 45° from the normal of the
plane of the source, which matches that of the experimental source.
�b� Experimental pressure field measured with a 14.1 kHz source
located 1 mm from the input side of the PC made of 18�18 PVC
cylinders surrounded by air. The map was obtained by scanning a
microphone across the image plane and shows an experimental
demonstration of beam splitting. �c� FDTD calculation of the aver-
age of the absolute value of the pressure over one period at the PC
exit. For both plots, the two beams exit the crystal at angles of
approximately 25° from the horizontal.
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zero refraction through the crystal, which the FDTD simula-
tions are in agreement with. Lastly, we show a beam incident
on the crystal at an angle of 40° �Fig. 6�d��. The EFS shows
that at this angle, Fourier components of Bloch waves corre-
sponding to the upper corner will be excited. Because the
parallel component of the excited wave vector points oppo-
site to that of the incident beam, negative refraction through
the crystal occurs. Finally, as predicted by the EFS �see Fig.
4�, in each case depicted in Figs. 6�b�–6�d�, the acoustic
beam is split into two beams upon exiting the crystal.

Figure 7�b� shows experimental measurements of the am-
plitude of the pressure field in the image plane of the crystal.
Results from an FDTD simulation for an identical system are
depicted in Fig. 7�c� which shows the absolute value of the
pressure over one cycle. Both figures show beam splitting in
which both beams exit the crystal at angles of 25° from the
horizontal, providing good agreement between experimental
and simulated results. Unlike Figs. 6�a�–6�d� where the
source emits at one incident angle, the experimental source
in Fig. 7 contains a family of incident angles, all symmetric
about the horizontal. The superposition of acoustic waves
emitted by this source will exhibit different types of refrac-
tion upon entering the phononic crystal including no trans-
mission at low angles of incidence, positive, negative, and
zero-angle refraction. Since most of the EFS of the PC is flat
with the exception of only a few very small and very large
angles, most of the incident angles of the beam excite Bloch
waves corresponding to propagation of the wave at an angle
close to 0° from the normal �i.e., zero-angle refraction�.

The acoustic waves with an angle of incidence of about
27° will exit the PC as two symmetrical beams. This corre-
sponds to an incident wave vector exciting the midpoint of
the vertical edge of the EFS of the PC. Waves with incident
angles less than or more than 27° will result in asymmetri-
cally split beams. Both sets, each containing two beams,
overlap each other and result in the two observed beams

exiting the crystal at symmetric angles to the horizontal. The
experimental results also confirm beam collimation since the
outgoing beams emerge from the crystal over a narrow range
of points on the exiting side of the crystal, adjacent to the
source. Since most of the EFS of the PC is flat with the
exception of only a few very small and very large angles,
most of the incident angles of the beam excite Bloch waves
corresponding to propagation of the wave at an angle close
to 0° from the normal �i.e., zero-angle refraction�.

IV. CONCLUSION

Through experimental and theoretical investigations, we
demonstrated a system from which positive, negative, and
zero-angle refraction can be obtained by varying the angle of
the incident beam at a single frequency. Upon exiting the
crystal, all allowed angles of incidence underwent beam
splitting. Unlike previous demonstrations of these behaviors
in phononic crystals, we demonstrated a single periodic sys-
tem which exhibits all such behaviors. We explained these
features in terms of the system’s equifrequency surfaces. It
was found that a number of characteristics must be present in
the EFS’s in order to produce the observed behaviors. These
included EFSs which were nearly square and whose size and
position allowed more than one EFS to overlap with half the
EFS of the incident media. This allows all types of wave
refraction on the input side of the PC, as well as creates
beam splitting upon exit of the PC. Because our system con-
tained all of these features at one frequency, all of the behav-
iors could be realized by varying only the angle of incidence.
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